
How Many? Item Notes

Clothing and 

Footwear

1 x Grippy Footwear

Walking boots, walking shoes or trail running shoes with aggressive grip - The most important thing is that they are 

grippy, comfy and fit well - NOT Gym/running shoes or any other smooth soled footwear. Equally timberland and 

similar casual boots are not recommended 

3 x Walking/Hiking Socks
 Your feet will thank you for fresh socks even if your footwear is wet/damp from previous mountain - good quality 

socks make a big difference in comfort and reducing blisters

1 x Walking Trousers
Stretchy, not too close fitting, with pockets for sweets/tissues and a belt - nothing more annoying than having to pull 

up constantly falling down trousers!

1 x Walking Shorts

In hot or heatwave conditions these may be more comfortable than trousers - don't forget to put sun cream on your 

legs though! Equally Trousers that zip off to shorts are the best of both worlds. Just remember to take the trouser 

parts on to the hill too!

3 x Walking T-Shirts
Loose fitting, wicking, breathable walking t-shirt, maybe bring 1 long sleeve and 1 short sleeve. You only need to 

wear 1 t-shirt at a time! Cotton T-shirts trap sweat and smells and are not recommended

2/3 x Underwear Comfy, stretch underwear that moves with the body 

1 x Thin Fleece Top  Lightweight thin fleece top, often half zip - to be worn if a bit cooler on top of walking t-shirt

1 x Thick Fleece 
Full zip, thicker fleece to be carried in rucksack and worn if cold - Fort William is often warm at sea level, with Ben 

Nevis summit however in the minus temperatures. It could be a balmy 18 degrees or teeth chattering minus 6  on the 

summit even in summer!

1 x Waterproof Jacket
Crucial piece of kit and should always be carried - Full zip, with hood, pockets. These should be genuinely 

waterproof, very often casual coats are not waterproof - check that it can fit over your thickest fleece

1 x Waterproof Trousers
These are a crucial piece of kit and should always be carried in rucksack regardless of weather - Check they fit over 

your walking trousers and that they don't keep falling down

2 x Gloves
1 Thin pair and 1 thick pair - A common error is to have just thin gloves in summer and then have cold hands high up 

on the mountains. Also by having an extra set if a glove blows away you have a spare

1 x Warm Hat
Woolly Hat - you'll wear this more than you think you will - On the summit and at night even in summer it can feel in 

the minuses with Windchill

1 each Sunhat and Sunglasses
In case of sunshine - it does happen sometimes! Helps to reduce sunburn, sun stroke, headaches, sore eyes. I even 

wear a sun hat in the rain as they act like mini umbrellas!

Equipment

1 x Rucksack

About 30 litres is a good size - The classic mistake we see on almost every walk is a too small rucksack - 15/20 

litres bags 9 times out of 10 are too small - Once you start taking layers off they need to fit inside. You don't want 

bottles/jackets/gloves dangling on the outside as they tend to fall off/get exposed to the weather/generally annoy you 

as walk along! 

Multiple Drybags/Black Bin Bags

All of the contents of your rucksack need to be either in drybags or black bin bags to protect your contents from wet 

weather. The bright orange rucksack covers are not ideal and we don't recommend them as they tend to blow away 

and when you open your bag your contents are exposed to rain so stuff still gets wet. Good quality black bin bags are 

the cheap option, if you buy drybags choose bright colours as easier to see in dark

1/2 x Walking Poles
They take a bit of getting used to, but even if you only use them on the descent, your knees and ankles will thank 

you! Remove the black bungs off the bottom of the poles before going on the hill

1 x Small First Aid Kit
You should also carry any medication you require for pre-existing health problems (e.g. Asthma inhaler, Insulin). 

Plasters, pain relief, tubigrips/supports, blister plaster, lip salve

1 x Whistle
To be kept on your person (not in a rucksack in case you get separated from your bag) and to be used only in an 

emergency - Crucial bit of Kit 

1 x Emergency Survival Bag
 Cheap (couple of pounds) and light piece of plastic that you climb inside in case of emergency to be kept at the 

bottom of your rucksack - Crucial bit of kit

1 x Sun cream
Minimum Factor 30 - Should be kept in your rucksack at all times - reduces chance of sunburn and sunstroke - 

Crucial bit of Kit 

1/2 x Headtorch

Make sure you bring spare batteries or a spare head torch with fresh batteries in it. Common mistake is to forget 

head torch or accidentally switch on in bag. The light on your mobile phone is not an acceptable substitute and won't 

last long - Crucial bit of Kit

1/2 x Water Bottle / Hydration System
Unless heatwave when advice may vary then 2 litres fluid max per mountain is normally sufficient for most walkers - 

note you can often refill your water bottle on Ben Nevis at the half way waterfall. 

Multiple Food

You'll be burning thousands of calories so don't hold back on food. Classic mistake we see are people who just carry 

nothing but energy gels/sweets/snack bars. They are not miracle cures for lack of proper preparation and having 

normal pack lunch food is recommended. Avoid taking pots of stuff on the mountain that needs a fork/spoon to eat 

(they are fine for the bus however). Buy food you like to eat and that you know you will eat! Flapjacks, Malt Loaf, 

cereal bars, nuts, dried fruits, pork pies, sausage roles, samosas

1 x Map & Compass

It is always good practice to carry Map and Compass and know how to use them, however we understand this may 

be your first time on a mountain and therefore depending on the challenge you may not need to carry one as you will 

be guided by qualified Mountain Leaders. Note navigating solely by mobile devices is not recommended due to the 

negative impact on battery life the GPS and mountain weather has on your phone.

1 x Mobile Phone

With small power bank, charge cable and waterproof bag to put phone inside in case of rain (sandwich bags are 

cheap ways to protect your phone in the rain). Your phone's battery will be adversely affected by mountain weather 

and may switch off. Keeping it warm, dry and on flight safe mode prolongs the battery. It will mean no calls can be 

made/received though

Travel Items

Comfy dry clothing for travel, tracksuit bottoms, slippers, whatever it takes to be comfy! Food and drink - Before you 

have a sleep, eat and drink! Your body can cope better without sleep on this challenge, but not without fuel. Pack 

light however as you don't want to have bags on your lap for a long drive
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